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ABSTRACT

Blockchain provides a distributed digital ledger pla~form for not only
cryptocurrencies but also many other distributed applications. Blockchain
platforms workflow andperformance are controlled by the used consensus
algorithms. Although many studies evaluated cryptocurrency from the
Shariah perspective, theyfocused only on the Clyptocurrency concept and
did not consider the underlying blockchain technology. Howevel; designing
a Shariah compliant application on top ofa non Shariah compliantpla(form
does not fulfil the requirements of Shariah. Therefore, it is necessmy to
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use a Shariah compliant blockchain pla~rorm in order to produce Shariah
compliant blockchain applications. To support the production ofShariah
compliant blockchain applications, this tudy provides a comparative
analysis of the most used consensus algorithms in blockchain platforms.
In particular, the considered consensus algorithms are evaluatedfrom a
Shariah perspective. In conclusion, based on the conducted evaluation some
of the widely used blockchain platforms (e.g. Bitcoin and Ethereum) are
found to be not compliant with the Shariah rules due to using a consensus
algorithm that is not Shariah compliant.

Keywords: Blockchain, Shariah Compliant, Consensus, Oyptocurrency,
Digital Currency.

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, the confinnation and record offinancial transactions depend
entirely on a centraJized trusted institution, which may cause many problems
of transaction cost, efficiency, and secmity (Mingxiao et aI., 2017). To
addre this is ue the fir t cryptocurrency "Bitcoin" wa introduced as
a Blockchain technology application ( akamoto, 2008). Blockchain
technology enables the creation of peer-to-peer transactions which wouJd
allow online payment to be sent directly from one party to another without
going through a third party or financial institution (Zheng et al. 2017).

After the succe s of the first cryptocurrency "Bitcoin" (Nakamoto,
2008), Blockchain technology has attracted the industry and academia
ectors (Viriyasitavat & Hoonsopon, 2018). Although Blockchain was

introduced to serve cryptocunencies, currently its applications span across
diverse areas including various financial services such as digital assets,
remittance and online payment (Zheng et al. 2017), insurance (Hess et
aI., 2017), medical infOll11ation security management (LiLl, 2016; Yue et
al., 2016), economics (Huckle et al., 2016) Internet of things (Doni et
aI., 2017), smart cities (Biswas & Muthukkumarasamy, 2016), and supply
chain (Xu et al. 2016).

Blockchain is a distributed digital ledger which records transactions
after verifying them in a block. The blocks are connected together a a chain
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which continuously grows when new blocks are appended to it (Zheng et
aI., 2017). In the Blockchain peer-to-peer networks the participants that
validate transaction and generate the new blocks are called "validator '
or "miners". To manage the process of creating and validating new blocks
a consensus algorithm is used.

The core element of any Blockchain application is its consensus
algorithm as it controls how the blockchain works (Zheng et aI., 2016). The
main purpose of using a consensus algorithm is to resolve the problem of
reliability in a network involving multiple wlreliable nodes (Bach et aI.,
2018).

In addition, the consensus algorithm play a crucial role in
maintaining the eCLuity, robustness and efficiency of blockchain. U ing
the right algorithm is significant to improve the performance ofblockchain
appl ications (Mingxiao et aI., 2017).

One of the main characteri tics of a consensus algorithm is its
incentives or rewards method. Basically, when validators or miners validate
and create new blocks they are given some incentives or rewards for their
participation. In some type of consensus algorithms, the participants are
required to stake some amount of money in order to participate in the
consensus proc ss. In particular, th cons nsus algorithm uses the concept
of rewards and money staking to ecure the consensus process against the
malicious participants.

The hariah govern every aspect ofa Muslim's religious practice. and
everyday life including economic activitie . Although there are many studies
discussing whether or not Clyptocurrency is Shariah compliant, to the best
ofour knowledge this is the first study that evaluates the core ofBlockchain
technology (i.e. consensus algorithms) from a Shariah perspective. To this
end this study conducted a comparative analy i ofthe most u ed con en u
algorithms in the cunent blockchain platforms. Particularly, the rewarding or
incentivizing methods used by existing consensus algorithms are evaluated
from the Shariah perspective. Our analysis focused on explaining the
principle steps ofthe consensus algorithm and the method that the algorithm
employ to reward or incentivize the participants in the consensus process.
Due to the lack of related information to this study topic in the academic
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publications, we used various infolmation resources such asjoumal articles
books, conference proceedings, blogs, wikis, and forum posts.

fter this brief introduction, this paper explains the blockcbain
characteristics and structure in section 2. The concept of Islamic finance
and Sbaria compliant is explained in section 3. The most used blockchain
consensus algorithms are analyzed, evaluated and compared in section 4.
A discussion and our remarks are presented in section 5. Finally, section 6
concludes this work.

BLOCKCHAIN CHARACTERISTICS AND
ARCHITECTURE

A blockcbain is a sequence of blocks, wb re eacb block holds a complete
list of transaction records like conventional public ledger (Chuen 2015).
Diagram I illustrates an example of blockchain. Each block is connected
to the immediately previous block via a reference which is a hash value
of the previous block (i .e. parent block). The first block of a blockchain
is called genesis block wllicb has no parent block (Zheng et at., 2016). A
blockchain platform is built on a peer-to-peer network where each node in
the network keep a copy of the wbole cbain of blocks.

Diagram 1: Example of Blockchain Structure (Zheng et al., 2016)

A block consists of the block header and the block body as sbown
in Diagram 2. The block body is composed of a transaction counter and
transactions. The maximum number of transactions that a block can contain
depends on the block size and the size ofeach transaction. The block header
includes (Zbeng et al., 2016):
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1. Block version: indicates which set of block validation rules to follow.

2. Parent block ha h: a 256-bit hash value that points to the previou
block.

3. MerkJe tree root hash: the bash value of all the transactions in the
block.

4. Timestamp: current timestamp as seconds since 1970-01-01TOO:00
UTe.

5. nBits: cun-ent hashing target in a compact fonnat.

6. Nonce: a 4-byte field, which usually starts with 0 and increases for
every hash calculation.

Block version 0200000o

Parent Block Hash b6llOblbI68Oa28li2.lOD44d346c1~8

91Od334beb48coOCOllOOOOOOOOOO

Merkle Tree Root 9d lOooS2ee949386ca93ll5695104ede2
7Odd.2081Odeal Ubc9b04S...b31471

TImestamp 24d9SaS4

nBlts 3Oc31b18

Nonce re9f086ol

TXJ TXl TXn

Diagram 2: The structure of a Blockchain Block (Zheng et al., 2016)

The key characteristics ofblockchain technology are its decentralization
and security (Mingxiao et aI., 2017; Zheng et al. 2016). All the nodes in
the blockchain have equal status. These nodes achieve consensus by using
the prior agreement of the rule and following the principle of majority
dominance (Mingxiao et aI., 2017). In addition, blockchain is persistent
and auditable. A transaction cannot be tampered once it is saved into the
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blockchain. As blockchain is distributed it can avoid the single point of
failure situation (Zbeng et aI., 2017). Blockchain is classified into three
types: public blockchain, plivate blockchain and consortium blockchain
(Zheng et a1., 2017). The public blockcbain system is also known as
pennissionless blockchain while the other two classification come under
the category of permissioned blockchain (Zheng et aI., 2016).

ISLAMIC FINANCE AND SHARIAH COMPLIANT
CONCEPT

I lamic banking and finance is a financing activity that complies with
Shariah guidelines and its practical applications and aims to develop the
Islamic economic. The Shariab guidelines forbid interest (riba), gambling
sp culations, excessive uncertainty (gharar), and illegitimat transactions
that are related to pigs, alcohol, pornography, tobacco, shOJi-selling, and
any other activities con idered to be harmful to society. In addition, it
condemns exploitation and focuses on real economic activities that promote
social well-being through the concept of profit-and-Ioss sharing (PLS)
(i.e. rewards and risk sharing) of businesses outcomes between/among the
partie involved. Basically the prohibited ex-ante fixed rate of retum in
financial contracting is replaced with a rate of return that is uncertain and
calculated after obtaining the profit. Only the profit-sharing ratio between
the capital provider and the entrepreneur is determined in advance (Hassan
& Aliyu, 2018).

1. The three financial activities tbat must not be presented in a Shariab
compliant financial system are explained in more details in the
following points (Chong & Liu, 2009):

2. Interest: is offering a predetermined return on deposits or charging
interest on loans. Muslims are prohibited from taking or offering riba
or dealing with any transaction involve riba.

3. Uncertainty or ambiguity is not permitted in Islamic contracts as
the contract terms must be well defined and have no ambiguity. For
example, the sale offish from the ocean that has not yet been caught is
prohibited. The prohibition ofgharar is to protect people from being
exploited.
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4. Gambling (Maisir) is defined as wishing something valuable with
ease and without paying an equivalent compensation for it or without
working for it, or without undertaking any liability against it by way of
a game ofchance (not by eff0l1) (Muhammad, 2007). It is involved in
contracts where the ownership of an item depend on the occurrence
of a predetemlined, uncertain condition in the future. Gambling or
any games ofchance (including lotteries, lotto, casino-type games and
betting ou the outcomes ofaninlal races) are all considered prolllbited.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF BLOCKCHAIN
CONSENSUS ALGORITHMS

In blockchain, nodes do not trust each other and there is no central node
to ensure that ledgers in distributed nodes are all the same. To nsure that
ledgers in different nodes are consistent, blockchain depends on the concept
of consensus (Zheng et aI., 2016). TIle following subsections analyse and
evaluate the most used consensus algorithms in blockchain frorn Shariab
perspective.

Proof of Work (PoW) Consensus Algorithm

PoW is the consen us algorithm used in bitcoin (Nakamoto, 2008) and
Ethereum (Wood 2014) wlllch generates validates and adds new blocks
that record new groups oftransactions. Tbe nodes that participate in the PoW
consensus are called miners and the PoW procedure is called mining. To
add a block to the blockchain each node has to show that it has performed
some amount of work, also known as Proof-of-Work (Baliga, 2017). The
procedure ofPoW which is applied by each node in the blockchain network
is summarized in the following steps (Zheng et aI., 2016; Zheng et aI., 2017):

1. Each node (miner) ha to calculate the hash value continuously using
different nonces as inputs to the ha hing algorithm. Thi calculation
stops when the calculated hash value is less than or equal to a target
value. This process consumes a long time and energy.

2. The node that manage to finish the calculation first will broadcast the
new block and all the other miners will stop trying to find a hash value
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for this block. Subsequently, all the nodes must mutually confirm the
con'ectness of the obtained value of the broadcasted block.

3. fter validating the transactions in the new block to ensure that there
is no fraud the new block is approved in the blockchain.

4. Since the hash calculation is a time and energy consuming process, the
miner that finds the hash value first gets some incentives or rewards
in the fOlm of cryptocurrency.

PoW takes the workload as the safeguard. II nodes trust the longest
chain, If anyone wants to tamper with the blockchain, he needs to control
more than 50% of the world's hashing power to ensure that he can become
the first one to generate the latest block and master the longest chain (Ming
xiao et aI., 2017). Consequently, the block cannot be changed without
redoing the work for the specific block and all the subsequent blocks after
it (Bach et aI., 2018).

PoW Evaluation from Shariah Perspective
In a PoW ba ed blockchain all miners can participate in the mining

process. The mining process consumes a long time and excessive energy.
However, only the miner who first finds the required hash value gets the
reward and all th oth r miners have wast d their resources for no rewards.
Basically, getting the rewards from a mining process depends on luck and
the amount of computing power devoted to it (Hertig 2016). Thus, the
miners are not always rewarded for their work and the chance of getting a
reward has a high level ofuncel1ainty. From the Shariah perspective, this
rewarding process has a high level ofuncertainty and it has the same concept
of the game ofchance (Gambling). In addition, this mining process wastes
the resources ofminers with no guarantee of getting any rewards or profits.
Based on the afor mentioned analysis of the PoW rewarding method, it is
obviou that PoW i not Shariah compliant.

Proof-of-Stake (PoS) Consensus Algorithm

Unlike PoW where participants need to spend time and energy as
well as buying mining equipment to engage in the consensus algorithm,
PoS request participant to stake orne money to buy proportionate block
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creation chances and become a validator (BaLiga 2017). With PoS, the
creator of a new block is chosen in a deterministic way, depending on
the participants stake (Blockgeeks, 2017). Thus, if a participant owns
10% of the total stakes, then his probability of validating the next block
will be 10%. Valjdators get paid transaction fees for validating blocks
of transactions and no new coins are minted or mined (Jenks, 2018). In
addition a participant with a large stake will receive a greater reward than
a participant with a small stake as the former has more opportunities to
validate blocks (Rammeloo, 2017).

Tbe PaS security concept is that when people stake some money, they
are less likely to attack the network as they will lose their staked money
(Zheng et aI., 2017). In particular, the attacker would need to obtain 51%
of the total stakes to cany out a 51 % attack. However, a palticipant with
51 % stake is not interested in attacking a network which he holds a majority
share (Frankenfield, 2018).

Giving block generation rights based on participants' stake is quite
unfair because the rich people will be dominant in the network. As a result,
many solutions proposed other parameter to combine with the stake size to
decide which pmticipant generate the next block (Zheng et al. 2017). For
example, Peercoin (King & adal, 2012) favours pal1icipants with large
stakes ofold coins (clyptocurrency) to be chosen as validators. Th coin-age
value is obtained by multiplying the number ofcoins by the time period after
it was created. Thus, holding 10 coins for 10 days equates to 100 coin-days
(Bach et aI., 2018). The longer one node holds the coins the more rights
it can get to mine blocks. [n addition, the reward that miners receive are
based on the amount of coins that they take and the coins' ages (Zheng et
a1., 2016). However, spending these coins in a transaction rests the age of
the coin to zero. Unlike PoW where the chain with the most work is seen
as the main chain Peercoin considers the chain with the highest consumed
coin-age (Bach et aI., 2018).

PoS Evaluation from Shariah Perspective
To be considered in the list ofpotential validators of the PaS consensus

algorithm the participant must stake some cIYptocurrency, which is similar
to depositing money in a bank account. Participants with higher stakes
have higher probability of being cho en a validators. Validators get paid
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transaction fees for validating blocks of transactions. Therefore, the rewards
that a validator receives is proportional to the amount of money he stakes.
Thus, a validator with a large take receive larger rewards than a validator
with small stake. As mentioned by many Muslim scholars, depositing money
in a bank account and receiving a fixed and known-in-advance interest rate
from the bank is considered riba and not Shariah complaint (Kahf, 2014).
Although in PoS the validation work does not consume much resources
and he participant rewards are proportional to his stake, this case call110t
be considered as receiving interest (riba) as the rewards are not given as a
fixed ratio ofthe stake. Sa ically, the rewards are obtained from transaction
fees, thus, the reward amount depends on the number ofvalidated blocks, the
number of transactions each block has, and the charged fees per transaction.
Accordingly, the participant reward are variable and not given as a fixed
rate of his stake. Tbi is similar to investing in a project that has a variable
profit rate. It can be concluded that Po is Shariah compliant.

Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) Consensus Algorithm

The major difference between PoS and DPoS is that in PoS the
participants who stake their money (i.e. takeholder) work as validator
while in DPoS stakeholder elect their delegates to generate and validate
blocks. With significantly fewer validators, the block can be confirmed
quickly, making DPoS faster and more efficient than PoS and PoW (Zheng
et al. 2016). DPoS has already been implemented and is the backbone
of Bitshares (Mingxiao et al., 2017). The following steps summatizes the
DPoS consensus algorithm (Ranuneloo 2017' Bach et al., 2018; Zheng et
al. 2016):

1. To become a stakeholder a patiicipant has to stake some money in the
blockchain network.

2. Stakeholders vote to select their delegates who will generate and
validate the new block. A stakeholder can elect any number of
delegate and his vote weight is based on his stake size.

3. In the entire network, the top delegates that have participated in the
campaign and got the most votes have the block creation and validation
right in the next maintenance interval.
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4. During each maintenance interval, each elected delegate takes a tum
in creating and validating a new block and getting the reward. The
rewards are hared with the voter (stakeholders) based on how many
coins one used to vote relative to the coins used by other voters who
voted for the same delegate.

5. After each maintenance interval the stakeholders perform delegate
election. Thu , ifa delegate fail to produce a block after being elected,
he may be voted out in future elections. Additionally users do not need
to worry about the dishonest delegate because he could be voted out
easily.

OPoS Evaluation from Shariah Perspective
The DPoS consensu algorithm i evaluated from Shariah perspective

by considering its three main i sues, which are: delegate rewards
stakeholders rewards, using stakeholders' stake to vote for delegates
selection.

1. Regarding the delegates rewards, each lected delegat gets a turn in
producing a block and getting the reward. The reward is guaranteed to
be received after achieving a certain task and there i no chance that
the delegate is wasting resources without a reward. Thus, delegates
reward has none ofth thr e prohibited financial activities (i.e. interest,
uncertainty, and gambling).

2. The stakeholder reward i received from the delegates that they elected.
Each delegate shares his reward with the stakeholders that elected him
based on the weights of the votes that each stakeholder gave to him.
Thus, a stakeholder with large size stake has high voting weight and
receives more rewards than a stakeholder with a small size stake. 10
addition, a stakeholder receives a variable amount of rewards from
more than one delegate. A a re ult, the reward that a stakeholder
receives is not a fixed ratio ofthe stake size. Moreover, the stakeholder
does not lose the staked money unless he commits a dishonest or
malicious act that deserves the punishment of losing the stake.
Therefore, the stakehold r reward is considered Shariah compliant
as it does not involve any forbidden interest (riba), uncertainty or
gambling.
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3. The third issue of DPoS is using stakeholders stake size to vote for
delegates selection. As mentioned previously, stakeholders with
large take are highly wllikely to act dishone tly or be involved
in producing invalid blocks. This is because in such a situation the
stakeholder will lose his stake. Therefore using the stakeholder stake
size as a weight of their votes is to give different trust levels for the
votes received from stakeholders. In this context, stakeholders with
large stakes are more trusted. In addition, using the stakeholder stake
cannot be considered as betting because the stakeholder is not going
to lose the staked money anyway. Thus, there is no risk of losing
the staked money in this process. In conclusion, DPoS is Shariah
compliant.

Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) Consensus
Algorithm

Hyperledger abric utilizes the PBPT as its consensus algorithm. PBPT
works only on a pellnissioned blockchain (private or consortium), becau e
it requires that all nodes must know each other and there's no anonyIllity
(Jenks, 2018). Therei no hashing procedure in PBFT(Zheng et a1., 2016).
In PBFT, each node in the consensu group has to query every other node
which makes PBFT inefficient for a large network due to its underlying
communication overhead (Zilliqa, 2017). A new block is determined every
round. In each round all the nodes within a consensus group are ordered
in a sequence and one primary node (a leader) is selected based on certain
rules. The other nodes are referred to as backup nodes. Every round ofPBFT
is divided into three phases: pre-prepared, prepared and committed. In each
phase, a node would enter the next phase ifit has received votes from over
2/3 of all nodes. The following points explain PBFT phases (Zheng et aI.,
2016; ZiUiqa, 2017):

1. Pre-prepare phase: In this phase, the leader announces the new block
that the group should agree on. This is done by sending a "pre-prepare'
message.

2. Prepare phase: Upon receiving the pre-prepare message every node
validates the conectness and validity of the block and multicasts a
"prepare" me sage to all the other nodes.
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3. Commit phase: Upon receiving the prepared mes ages from a super
majOlity, each node multicasts a commit message to the group. Finally,
each node waits for conllnit me sage from a super majority to en ure
that a sufficient number ofnodes have agreed on the announced block.

In fact, at the end of the three phases, all honest nodes either accept
the block or reject it. The original PBFT algoritlll11 does not involve any
incentives as it was first proposed for distributed systems. However, to use
PBFT in blockchain it has been suggested that an incentive layer should be
added in order to incentivize all pmticipating nodes (Zilliqa 2017).

PBFT Evaluation from Shariah Perspective
In PBFT the participants are not required to deposit or pay any

amowlt of money. All palticipants are rewarded for their participation in
the consensus algorithm. The amOlUlt of reward depend on the private or
con ortium blockchain owner regulations. Thus, the PBFT participants
work as hired employees to validate the blocks and they receive a payment
(rewards) for this job.

Accordingly, the PBFT consensus algorithm is considered Shariah
compliant as it does not involve any prohibited financial activity.

Stellar Consensus Protocol (SCP)

SCP follows tile federated byzantine fault tolerance algorithm and
it utilizes tile concept of quorum slices (Sankar et aI., 2017). In tile SCP
network nodes (pmticipant ) do not need to trust the entire network nodes
but, rather have the abil ity to choose which nodes they trust. This group of
nodes which tru t each other is referred to as a "quorum slice". An individual
node can appear on multiple quorum slices (Baliga, 2017). A "quorum" is
a set of node sufficient to reach an agreement wherea a quorum slice is
a subset of a quorum which convinces one particular node of agreement
(Bach et al. 2018). SCP consists ofnomination protocol and ballot protocol
(Sankar et a1. 2017; Bach et aI., 2018). The following steps explain SCP
work-flow (Mazieres, 2015):

1. Initially the nomination protocol is executed. During this, new
candidate values for agreement are proposed (i.e. transaction records).
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Each node receives these values votes for a single value among these
which eventually results in one value wimling the majority vote.

2. fter successful execution ofnomillatiol1 protocol, the nodes execute
the ballot protocol. This involves the federated voting to either commit
or ab011 the values resulted from nomination protocol. This results in
externalizing the ballot for the CWTent slot. The aborted ballots are
now declared in·elevant. But there can be stuck states where nodes
cannot reach a conclusion, whether to abort or commit a value. This
situation is avoided by moving it to a higher valued baUot, consideling
it in a new ballot protocol execution.

Unlike participating in other consensus algorithms, SteLlar par icipan s
do not directly gain reward or incentives. In fact, transact.ion fees are
recycled back into the network and added on top of the network's built
in inflation process. The Stellar distributed network has a built-in, fixed,
nominal inflation mechanism. ew lumens (the Stellar cryptocunency) are
added to the network at the rate of 1% each year. Each week, the protocol
distributes these lumens to any account that gets over 0.05% of the "vote"
from other accounts in the network. Ba ically every participant selects
another participant as its inflation destination, or nominee to receive the
votes. Voting is weighted according to the number of lumens the voting
participant holds. For example, if participant A has 120 lumens and sets its
inflation destination to B the network counts 120 votes for B. Each time
inflation distribution is conducted, the lumens used to pay tTansaction fees
since the last voting round are also included in the total lumens ' distribution
(Morgan, 2018' Stellar Developer 2015).

SCP Evaluation from Shariah Perspective
In SCP the rewards that participants receive are obtained from two

sources: the 1% annual inflation and the transaction fees. Although the 1%
annual inflation i imilar to interest (riba) as it i a predetermined return
on deposit, the rewards also include the transaction fees which are variable
amounts of money. This leads to generating variable rewards that depends
on the Stellar network usage. Each participant needs to receive at least
0.05% of the total votes in the network to receive the reward. Thus, only
participants that can collect the minimum percentage of vote will receive
rewards the other participants cannot receive any reward. In this case, there
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is uncertainty of rewards for inclividuals working in a Stellar network as the
participant mayor may not receive rewards. In addition, votes are received
by etting inflation destinations among participant and it is not clear under
which condition a participant is chosen as the inflation destination. Due to the
condition of reward distribution which involves uncertainty and ambiguity
the SCP protocol cannot be considered as Shariah compliant.

Ripple Consensus Algorithm

Ripple con ensus algorithm utilizes collectively-tru ted subnetworks
within the larger network. Participants in the consensus process are called
servers. Each Ripple server has a Unique ode List (UNL) to query. When
detelmining whether to put a transaction into the ledger the server would
query the nodes in UNL (Schwartz et al. 2014). The following points
elaborate the consensus work-flow (Bach et a1., 2018; Baliga, 2017):

1. ach server takes all valid transactions it has seen prior to a new
consensus round and puts them into a list called the "candidate list",
and then, it broadcasts its candidate list to other nodes in its UNL.

2. Each erver from UNL validates the transaction, votes on them and
broadcasts the votes in a series of one or multiple rounds.

3. All transaction that meet a minimum of 80% '"yes" votes in the final
round are written to the public ledger (blockchain). Consensus in the
entire network is reached when each individual sub- network reaches
consensus.

4. Next round ofconsensus i started with newer transactions and pending
transactions that did not make it into the last round of consensus.

Ripple Evaluation from Shariah Perspective
Since 2012, Ripple Labs have been working with financial institutions

to build one of the largest payment networks in the ecosystem (Schuster
2017). In this network banks and other financial institutions are represented
by the Ripple servers. In particular, Ripple was not designed to allow
individual participants to be involved in the consensus proces . Although
Ripple does not introduce rewards or incentives, banks still have a strong
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motivation to use Ripple as it makes the transactions between banks
easier and faster. Nevertheless,fi:om the Shariah perspective, Ripple is
just a payment network between bank to upport inter-bank and global
transacti.ons without introducing interest (riba) in its transactions. Therefore,
based on the aforementioned Ripple consensus work-flow, it can be
considered as Shariah compliant as it does not involve interest, uncertainty,
or gambling.

DISCUSSION AND REMARKS

Besides cryptocunencies, the number of applications that are built on
blockchain platfonns is increasing rapidly. However, it is not sufficient
to only evaluate the application from the Shariah perspective, but al 0

the blockchain platform needs to be evaluated. As consensus algorithm
are the core of blockchain platfonns, the workflow and the rewarding
method of the most used consensus algorithms in blockchain platforms are
analyzed in this study. Afterwards, the algorithms are evaluated from the
Shariah perspective to reveal whether or not each algOlithm involves any
of the financial activities that are prohibited by Sbariah. Table 1 show the
blockchain type (permission/permissionles ) and the blockchain application
example as well as the Sbariah compliant evaluation of the considered
consensus algorithms.

Table 1: Comparison of the most used blockchain consensus algorithms

Evaluation from Shariah perspective
Consensus Blockchaln Blockchaln
algorithm type application Interest Uncertainty Gambling Shariah

(Riba) (Gharar) (Maisir) compliant

Bitcoin,
PoW Permissionless Ethereum No Yes Yes No

(currenUy)

Ethereum
PoS Permissionless (future), No No No Yes

Peercoln

OPoS Permissionless Onegram No No No Yes

PBFT Permissioned Hyperledger No No No Yes
Fabric

SCP Permissioned Stellar No Yes No No
network

Ripple Permissioned Ripple No No No Yes
Network
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In fact permissionless consensus algorithms provide significantly
better SUpp0l1 for network scalability at the cost of slower processing.
As pointed out by VukoLic (2015), permis ioned con en us algorithm
can be employed in a semi-centralized consensus framework. Although
pennissioned con ensus generates high messaging overhead to provide
immediate consensus finality, it has high transaction processing throughput.
In contrast, pennissionless consensus algorithms are more suitable for large
scale blockchain networks that have less control over the nodes behaviorn-o

Based on the evaluation results, the PoW and CP consensus
algorithms are considered not compLiant with Shariah rules. This i becau e
PoW has uncertainty (gharar) and gambling (maisir) in its rewarding
method, and SCP ha some uncertainty in the rewarding process that makes
the gaining of rewards subjective to the number of received votes. From
the Shariah perspective it i necessary to build blockchain applications on
a Shariah compliant blockchain platfonn. Since the consensus algorithms
control the performance of blockchaill platfonns, it is crucial to use or
design a Shariah compliant consen us algOlithm in order to create a Shariah
compliant blockchain platform.

CONCLUSION

This shldy focused on evaluating the con en us algorithms used by
many blockchain platfonns from the Shariah perspective. The evaluation
considered the three prohibited financial activities in Shariah, which are:
interest (riba), uncertainty (gharar) and gambling (maisiJ-). Based on the
comparative analysi conducted in this study it can be concluded that
some famous blockchain p]atfonns (e.g. Bitcoin, thereum Stellar) are not
Shariah compliant as they u e consensus algorithms that are not Shariah
compliant. For our future work this research will be extended by considering
more evaluation parameters and more consensus algorithms.
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